The Duchess Learns A Lusty Lesson Victorian
Lesbian Scandal Of Older Woman Younger
Girl Erotic Romance EncounterFirst Time
Lewd And Indecent MILF Tale
Yeah, reviewing a books The Duchess Learns A Lusty Lesson Victorian Lesbian Scandal Of
Older Woman Younger Girl Erotic Romance EncounterFirst Time Lewd And Indecent MILF
Tale could increase your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be
successful. As understood, carrying out does not recommend that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as skillfully as pact even more than supplementary will have enough money each
success. next to, the broadcast as with ease as perception of this The Duchess Learns A Lusty Lesson
Victorian Lesbian Scandal Of Older Woman Younger Girl Erotic Romance EncounterFirst Time Lewd
And Indecent MILF Tale can be taken as competently as picked to act.

His Willful Bride - Maggie Carpenter 2016-04-25
For nineteen-year-old Charlotte Winthrop, there
is nothing quite so irksome as putting up with
the tedious attempts at courtship of one nervous
young suitor after another. Having grown up
without discipline since the death of her parents
when she was a child, Charlotte's sharp tongue
and often less-than-ladylike demeanor have
caused her hapless aunt and uncle no end of
grief, and they have all but despaired of finding
her a proper husband. Lord Edward Pemberly III
is no timid schoolboy. He is a man of the world,
both a gentleman and a businessman, and from
the moment she meets him Charlotte's heart is
set racing. Edward quickly makes it clear that
once they are wed, he will not hesitate to correct
her whenever and wherever he sees fit. On the
day of their wedding she misbehaves and he
backs up his words, delivering a sound barebottom spanking that very evening. Edward's
plans for Charlotte extend far beyond just
spanking, and she is soon kneeling naked at his
feet, her beautiful body and bright red, wellpunished bottom on full display while he
inspects what is his. Though her face burns
crimson with shame as she is tied to his bed,
spread open and fully exposed, she cannot help
quivering with desire and even begs for more as
her husband claims her fully. With every new
experience, every blushing climax, and every

stern chastisement, Charlotte finds herself
falling deeper in love with her handsome,
dominant husband. But when a jealous,
vindictive woman seeks to come between them,
can Charlotte keep her wits about her and trust
that Edward is hers forever, just as much as she
is his? Publisher's Note: His Willful Bride is an
erotic romance novel that includes spankings,
sexual scenes, anal play, and more. If such
material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Disciplining the Duchess - Annabel Joseph
2013-02-25
Over five seasons, Miss Harmony Barrett has
managed to repel every gentleman of
consequence and engineer a debacle at Almack’s
so horrifying that her waltzing privileges are
revoked. If she’s not in the library reading about
Mongol hordes, she’s embarrassing her family or
getting involved in impulsive scrapes. Enter the
Duke of Courtland, a man known for his love of
duty and decorum. Through a vexing series of
events, he finds himself shackled to Miss Barrett
in matrimony. But all is not lost. The duke
harbors a not-so-secret affinity for spanking and
discipline…and his new wife is ever in need of it.
Will the mismatched couple find their way to
marital happiness? Or will the duke be forever
Disciplining the Duchess? This 85K word erotic
romance novel contains domestic discipline
themes and both harsh and loving spanking
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scenes.
Looking for Trouble - Victoria Dahl 2017-07-01
A fan-favorite romance from USA TODAY
bestselling author Victoria Dahl A good reason
to be bad… Librarian Sophie Heyer has walked
the straight and narrow her entire life to make
up for her mother's mistakes. But in tiny Jackson
Hole, Wyoming, juicy gossip doesn't just fade
away. Falling hard for the sexiest biker who's
ever ridden into town would undo everything
she's worked for. And to add insult to injury, the
alluring stranger is none other than Alex
Bishop—the son of the man Sophie's mother
abandoned her family for. He may be temptation
on wheels, but Sophie's not looking for trouble!
Maybe Sophie's buttoned-up facade fools some,
but Alex knows a naughty smile when he sees
one. Despite their parents' checkered pasts, he's
willing to take some risks to find out the truth
about the town librarian. He figures a little fling
might be just the ticket to get his mind off his
own family drama. But what he finds underneath
Sophie's prim demeanor might change his world
in ways he never expected. Originally published
in 2014
His Unlikely Duchess - Amanda McCabe
2021-01-01
Money can buy her marriage But will it lead to
love? Miss Lily Wilkins hopes her American
money will compensate for her lack of etiquette,
as she needs a prestigious marriage to save her
sisters’ prospects. Raised to believe wealth was
her greatest attribute, she’s stunned when her
unconventional ways catch the eye of the
notorious Duke of Lennox. He’s far from the
safe, sensible match she’d planned on—but Lily
might just discover he’s the one she needs! From
Harlequin Historical: Your romantic escape to
the past. Dollar Duchesses Money for Marriage
into London Society Book 1: His Unlikely
Duchess
The Duchess - Bertrice Small 2009-03-04
In this lush new novel, Bertrice Small has
created a moving story of consuming passion
and undeniable love set against the noble
splendor of Georgian England. . . . As the
daughter of the richest man in England, Allegra
Morgan attracts a number of fortune hunters
willing to overlook her flawed pedigree to gain
her enormous wealth. Her most ardent suitor is
the arrogant but impoverished Quinton Hunter,

duke of Sedgwick, who has little to offer a
prospective wife except his grand title. Allegra
decides that if she must marry, she might as well
be a duchess. So she agrees to the match with
one condition: her husband must never ask for
her love. She has seen the misery love can cause
and has vowed to give her heart to no man-especially a dangerously alluring duke. Quinton
is dazzled by his new wife's grace and fortitude,
as well as the fierce desire that rages between
them. Despite his best intentions, he finds
himself falling in love with her. Then the terrors
of the French Revolution hit close to home, and
the two of them set off on a treacherous
adventure that could cost them everything . . .
including their final chance at happiness.
Gardeners' Chronicle - 1852
A Duchess in Name - Amanda Weaver
2016-01-18
After graduating from British finishing school,
an American heiress fulfills her duty and weds a
destitute earl. A lie brought them together, but
will it also tear them apart? Find out in this
can't-miss Victorian marriage-of-convenience
story from a compelling new voice in historical
romance. Victoria Carson never expected love.
An American heiress and graduate of Lady
Grantham's finishing school, she's been groomed
since birth to marry an English title—the
grander the better. So when the man chosen for
her, the forbidding Earl of Dunnley, seems to
hate her on sight, she understands that it can't
matter. Love can have no place in this
arrangement. Andrew Hargrave has little use for
his title and even less for his cold, disinterested
parents. Determined to make his own way, he's
devoted to his life in Italy working as an
archaeologist. Until the collapse of his family's
fortune drags him back to England to a marriage
he never wanted and a woman he doesn't care to
know. Wild attraction is an unwanted
complication for them both, though it forms the
most fragile of bonds. Their marriage of
convenience isn't so intolerable after all—but it
may not be enough when the deception that
bound them is finally revealed. Book one of The
Grantham Girls Amelia Wheeler is the next
Grantham Girl to rebel against family obligation
in A COMMON SCANDAL.
Seducing the Duchess - Ashley March
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2010-10-05
Love and marriage don't have to be strangers...
Gambling. Carousing. Flirting. Charlotte,
Duchess of Rutherford, will do anything to
escape her painful marriage and force her
husband to divorce her. But when Phillip, Duke
of Rutherford, promises a divorce if Charlotte
will help him become a better husband for
another woman, she wonders if she really wants
to lose him...
Once Upon a Tower - Eloisa James 2013-05-28
Once upon a time… A duke fell in love Gowan
Stoughton of Craigievar, Duke of Kinross, values
order and self-control above all else. So when he
meets a lady as serene as she is beautiful, he
promptly asks for her hand in marriage. With a
lady Edie—whose passionate temperament is the
opposite of serene—had such a high fever at her
own debut ball that she didn’t notice anyone, not
even the notoriously elusive Duke of Kinross.
When her father accepts his offer… she panics.
And when their marriage night isn’t all it could
be, she pretends. In a tower. But Edie’s inability
to hide her feelings makes pretending
impossible, and when their marriage implodes,
she retreats to a tower—locking Gowan out. Now
Gowan faces his greatest challenge. Neither
commands nor reason work with his spirited
young bride. How can he convince her to give
him the keys to the tower… When she already
has the keys to his heart?
Teach Me - Cassandra Dean 2021-09-08
From award-winning author Cassandra Dean
comes a tale of passion and all-consuming love...
Ever curious, Elizabeth, Viscountess Rocksley,
has turned her curiosity to erotic pleasure.
Three years a widow, she boldly employs the
madame of a brothel for guidance but never had
she expected her education to be conducted by a
coldly handsome peer of the realm. To the Earl
of Malvern, the erotic tutelage of a skittish
widow is little more than sport, however, the
woman he teaches is far from the mouse he
expects. With her sly humor and insistent joy,
Elizabeth obliterates all his expectations and he,
unwillingly fascinated, can't prevent his fall.
Each more intrigued than they are willing to
admit, Elizabeth and Malvern embark upon a
tutelage that will challenge them, change them,
come to mean everything to them...until a
heartbreaking betrayal threatens to tear them

apart forever. Previously published, TEACH ME
is perfect for fans of Julia Quinn, Jess Michaels,
Tessa Dare and Loretta Chase.
The Ugly-girl Papers - Susan Dunning Power
1874
The Sheik Retold - Victoria Vane 2013-09-06
"Pride and passion vie for supremacy in this
steamy retelling of E.M. Hull's romance classic"-Page [4] of cover.
Comfort - 1900
Lessons of Desire - Madeline Hunter 2007-09-25
Handsome, suave, and carnal as the devil, Lord
Elliot Rothwell awaits readers in Lessons of
Desire, bestselling author Madeline Hunter’s
latest book in the Rothwell series and her most
provocative novel to date. A man used to getting
what he wants, Elliot is every woman’s most
secret fantasy in the living flesh. He first
appears beneath her prison window as her
savior—a sinfully attractive man whose charm
and connections have ensured her release from
an unjust arrest. But author and publisher
Phaedra Blair quickly learns that the price of her
“freedom” is to be virtually bound to her
irresistible rescuer. For Elliot Rothman didn’t
come solely on a mission of goodwill. He came to
extract a promise that Phaedra won’t publish a
slanderous manuscript that could destroy his
family’s name, and he’s not above bribery,
threats, or bedding her to get his way. And with
each erotic encounter raising the stakes
between them, Elliot discovers he’s ever more
reluctant to lose this sensual game…or the one
woman who’s every bit his match.
The Victorian Age in Literature - G K Chesterton
2021-01-01
"Credulity is a curious thing," went on Treherne
in a low voice. "It is more negative than positive,
and yet it is infinite. Hundreds of men will avoid
walking under a ladder; they don't know where
the door of the ladder will lead.
The Devil in Winter - Lisa Kleypas 2009-10-13
"I'm Sebastian, Lord St. Vincent. I can't be
celibate. Everyone knows that." Desperate to
escape her scheming relatives, Evangeline
Jenner has sought the help of the most infamous
scoundrel in London. A marriage of convenience
is the only solution. No one would have ever
paired the shy, stammering wallflower with the
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sinfully handsome viscount. It quickly becomes
clear, however, that Evie is a woman of hidden
strength—and Sebastian desires her more than
any woman he's ever known. Determined to win
her husband's elusive heart, Evie dares to strike
a bargain with the devil: If Sebastian can stay
celibate for three months, she will allow him into
her bed. When Evie is threatened by a vengeful
enemy from the past, Sebastian vows to do
whatever it takes to protect his wife . . . even at
the expense of his own life. Together they will
defy their perilous fate, for the sake of allconsuming love.
The Decline and Fall of the House of
Windsor - Donald Spoto 1995
Revelations about members of the royal family
show why Britain's monarchy may be heading
for extinction
Pictorial Times - 1846
New York Times Saturday Book Review
Supplement - 1942
Lessons From a Scarlet Lady - Emma Wildes
2010-01-05
No real lady should take lessons from a scarlet
woman... The Duke of Rolthven's new wife,
Brianna, is the perfect aristocratic bride. So
what would society say if they saw her with a
copy of Lady Rothburg's Advice--a courtesan's
lessons for the boudoir? When his innocent wife
suddenly becomes a vixen in the bedroom, the
proper Duke is truly astounded by her seductive
powers. Following a courtesan's advice might
lead to trouble-but will it lead to Brianna's
ultimate desire: winning her husband's love?
Bringing Down the Duke - Evie Dunmore
2019-09-03
“Dunmore is my new find in historical romance.
Her A League of Extraordinary Women series is,
well, extraordinary.”—Julia Quinn, #1 New York
Times bestselling author “With her sterling
debut, Evie Dunmore dives into a fresh new
space in historical romance that hits all the right
notes.”—Entertainment Weekly A stunning debut
for author Evie Dunmore and her Oxford
suffragists in which a fiercely independent
vicar's daughter takes on a powerful duke in a
fiery love story that threatens to upend the
British social order. England, 1879. Annabelle
Archer, the brilliant but destitute daughter of a

country vicar, has earned herself a place among
the first cohort of female students at the
renowned University of Oxford. In return for her
scholarship, she must support the rising
women's suffrage movement. Her charge:
recruit men of influence to champion their
cause. Her target: Sebastian Devereux, the cold
and calculating Duke of Montgomery who steers
Britain's politics at the Queen's command. Her
challenge: not to give in to the powerful
attraction she can't deny for the man who
opposes everything she stands for. Sebastian is
appalled to find a suffragist squad has infiltrated
his ducal home, but the real threat is his
impossible feelings for green-eyed beauty
Annabelle. He is looking for a wife of equal
standing to secure the legacy he has worked so
hard to rebuild, not an outspoken commoner
who could never be his duchess. But he wouldn't
be the greatest strategist of the Kingdom if he
couldn't claim this alluring bluestocking without
the promise of a ring...or could he? Locked in a
battle with rising passion and a will matching
her own, Annabelle will learn just what it takes
to topple a duke.... “There is nothing quite so
satisfying as seeing such a man brought to his
knees by a beautiful woman with nothing to her
name except an inviolable sense of her own selfworth.”—NPR
Bombshell - Sarah MacLean 2021-08-24
New York Times bestselling author Sarah
MacLean returns with a blazingly sexy,
unapologetically feminist new series, Hell’s
Belles, beginning with a bold, bombshell of a
heroine, able to dispose of a scoundrel—or
seduce one—in a single night. After years of
living as London’s brightest scandal, Lady Sesily
Talbot has embraced the reputation and the
freedom that comes with the title. No one looks
twice when she lures a gentleman into the dark
gardens beyond a Mayfair ballroom…and no one
realizes those trysts are not what they seem. No
one, that is, but Caleb Calhoun, who has spent
years trying not to notice his best friend’s
beautiful, brash, brilliant sister. If you ask him,
he’s been a saint about it, considering the way
she looks at him…and the way she talks to
him…and the way she’d felt in his arms during
their one ill-advised kiss. Except someone has to
keep Sesily from tumbling into trouble during
her dangerous late-night escapades, and maybe
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close proximity is exactly what Caleb needs to
get this infuriating, outrageous woman out of his
system. But now Caleb is the one in trouble,
because he’s fast realizing that Sesily isn’t for
forgetting…she’s forever. And forever isn’t
something he can risk.
The Duke Undone - Joanna Lowell 2021-04-06
An artist stumbles upon a naked duke and an
unlikely love story begins in this captivating
Victorian historical romance. When Royal
Academy painting student Lucy Coover trips
over a naked man passed out in an East End
alley, she does the decent thing. She covers him
up and fetches help. Trouble is, she can't banish
his muscular form from her dreams as easily.
Compelled to capture every detail, she creates a
stunning portrait but is forced to sell it when the
rent comes due. What could be worse than
surrendering the very picture of your desire?
Meeting the man himself. Anthony Philby, Duke
of Weston, is nobody's muse. Upon discovering
the scandalous likeness, he springs into action.
His infamous family has been torn apart by
shame and secrets, and he can't afford more
gossip. Even a whisper may jeopardize his
inheritance and his chance at independence. His
plan is simple: burn the painting, confront the
artist. Or rather, it's simple until he meets Lucy
and decides to offer the bewitching young artist
a devil's bargain. He'll help save her foreclosed
home, if she'll help repair his family’s brutal
legacy. An irresistible passion ignites between
them, but when danger strikes, Lucy and
Anthony must risk everything... for a love that
might destroy them both.
Lords of Desire - Virginia Henley 2010-06-01
New York Times bestselling author Virginia
Henley sizzles with three of romance's hottest
talents. . . Virginia Henley, "Smuggler's Lair"
Victoria Carswell will not be bound by society's
dictates. She'll even risk skinny-dipping in view
of an abandoned castle. At least, Victoria thinks
it's abandoned, until a dashing smuggler lures
her into an adventure that defies every rule. . .
Sally MacKenzie, "The Naked Laird" The
viscount's house party promises to be one of the
season's highlights, and Lord and Lady Kilgorn
are delighted to attend. If only the longestranged couple had realized they were both
invited--and assigned to the same bedchamber. .
. Victoria Dahl, "Lessons in Pleasure" Newly

married to her beloved James, Sarah Hood
should be blissfully happy. . .yet close proximity
to a man fills her with anxiety. But James plans
to awaken Sarah to pleasure, in order to forge a
true union of body and soul. . . Kristi Astor,
"Swept Away" Vivacious Christobel Smyth is a
gentleman's daughter, while brooding, proud
John Leyden comes from a family of northern
mill owners. The two could not be more
different, yet as passion flares at a country
party, Christobel finds he may be her match in
every way. . .
The Duchess Deal - Tessa Dare 2017-08-22
When girl meets Duke, their marriage breaks all
the rules… Since his return from war, the Duke
of Ashbury’s to-do list has been short and
anything but sweet: brooding, glowering,
menacing London ne’er-do-wells by night. Now
there’s a new item on the list. He needs an
heir—which means he needs a wife. When Emma
Gladstone, a vicar’s daughter turned seamstress,
appears in his library wearing a wedding gown,
he decides on the spot that she’ll do. His terms
are simple: - They will be husband and wife by
night only. - No lights, no kissing. - No questions
about his battle scars. - Last, and most
importantly… Once she’s pregnant with his heir,
they need never share a bed again. But Emma is
no pushover. She has a few rules of her own: They will have dinner together every evening. With conversation. - And unlimited teasing. Last, and most importantly… Once she’s seen
the man beneath the scars, he can’t stop her
from falling in love…
Least Likely Lovers - Victoria Hinshaw 2005
When the Duke of Charsley, the man she had set
her sights on, marries her younger sister, Kitty
Stone, during a visit to Charsley Hall, finds a
new and dangerously handsome distraction
when the Duke's cousin, Jack Whitaker, arrives
home from the Peninsular War. Original.
A Taste of Seduction - Bronwen Evans
2016-08-16
The flames of desire fuel a torrid reunion as
bestselling author Bronwen Evans returns with
another captivating novel of the Disgraced
Lords. See why Jen McLaughlin raves,
“Bronwen’s historical romances always make the
top of my reading list!” Lady Evangeline Stuart
chose to wed a tyrant with a title, or so society
believes. That was five years ago—five long
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years that she could have spent with her first
and only love: Lord Hadley Fullerton, the second
son of the Duke of Claymore. Now Evangeline is
a widow, and her soul cries out for Hadley. But
when they see each other at last, everything has
changed. The passion in his eyes has been
corrupted by betrayal. Somehow Evangeline
must regain Hadley’s trust—without revealing
the secret that would spoil the seduction. Hadley
is determined not to be distracted by
Evangeline. He and the other Libertine Scholars
are in pursuit of an enemy who has been striking
at them from the shadows, and Evangeline’s
mere presence could be dangerous. But with one
smile, one touch, one taste of Evangeline’s lips,
Hadley’s resolve is overpowered by far more
pleasant memories. As the two enter into a
discreet affair, Hadley vows to give her his body,
never his heart. That, she will have to earn. Look
for the enchanting Disgraced Lords series from
Bronwen Evans: A KISS OF LIES | A PROMISE
OF MORE | A TOUCH OF PASSION | A
WHISPER OF DESIRE | A TASTE OF
SEDUCTION | A NIGHT OF FOREVER And don’t
miss her novels in the Imperfect Lords series:
ADDICTED TO THE DUKE | DRAWN TO THE
MARQUESS | ATTRACTED TO THE EARL
“Balanced by the constant undercurrent of
attraction and mystery . . . [the] fifth Disgraced
Lords Regency romance reunites two lovers who
were separated by misunderstandings and
time.”—Publishers Weekly “A thrilling read that
engages you from the very first moment.
Mystery and intrigue mixed into a heartwarming love story that holds you to the very
end.”—Pamela Labud, author of A Most Delicate
Pursuit “A Taste of Seduction is absolutely
delicious, with excitement, emotion, and heat.
It’s a love story that will make you sigh with
satisfaction.”—USA Today bestselling author
Darcy Burke “A Taste of Seduction is a riveting,
adventurous story of suspense and passion that
will leave readers begging for more from the
talented Bronwen Evans!”—Award-winning
author Vanessa Kelly Includes an excerpt from
the next Disgraced Lords title.
His Scandalous Lessons - Katrina Kendrick
2018-07-30
Richard Grey is renowned for his escapades in
the bedchamber. But he's keeping a secret: his
wicked reputation is a public front to hide his

political machinations. So when the prime
minister's daughter arrives on his doorstep with
a scandalous proposal, he seizes the opportunity
to gather information against her father, his
greatest political adversary. Anne Sheffield's
entire life is dictated at the whims of her
domineering father. Considered an asset for her
remarkable memory, Anne is privy to
intelligence passed between the prime minister
and his allies -- and he's determined to keep her
close. Desperate to escape, she presents Richard
with a trade: help her find, seduce, and secure a
husband of her choosing in exchange for
political information.The arrangement is
supposed to be simple: his help in exchange for
her secrets. But as Anne and Richard grow
closer, the passion between them becomes
impossible to deny...
The Ugly Duchess - Eloisa James 2012-08-28
“Eloisa James is extraordinary.” —Lisa Kleypas
“Nothing gets me to the bookstore faster than a
new novel by Eloisa James.” —Julia Quinn New
York Times bestselling author Eloisa James gives
the classic Hans Christian Andersen story of
“The Ugly Duckling” a wonderful, witty, and
delightfully passionate twist. The Ugly Duchess
is another fairytale inspired romance from the
unparalleled storyteller whose writing, author
Teresa Medieros raves, “is truly scrumptious.” A
sexy and fun historical romance, James’s
winning tale of a glorious reawakening does not
feature ducks and swans—rather it’s a charming
story of a young woman unaware of her own
beauty, suddenly duty-bound to wed the dashing
gentleman who has always been her platonic
best friend…until now.
A Lady's Formula for Love - Elizabeth Everett
2021-02-09
What is a Victorian lady's formula for love? Mix
one brilliant noblewoman and her enigmatic
protection officer. Add in a measure of danger
and attraction. Heat over the warmth of humor
and friendship, and the result is more than
simple chemistry--it's elemental. Lady Violet is
keeping secrets. First, she founded a clandestine
sanctuary for England's most brilliant female
scientists. Second, she is using her genius on a
confidential mission for the Crown. But the
biggest secret of all? Her feelings for protection
officer Arthur Kneland. Solitary and reserved,
Arthur learned the hard way to put duty first.
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But the more time he spends in the company of
Violet and the eccentric club members, the more
his best intentions go up in flames. Literally.
When a shadowy threat infiltrates Violet's
laboratories, endangering her life and her work,
scientist and bodyguard will find all their
theories put to the test--and learn that the most
important discoveries are those of the heart.
Who Rescued Who - Victoria Schade
2020-03-24
Where can you turn when the world turns
against you? When Elizabeth Barnes’ life fell
apart she never imagined that she’d be rescued
by a new friend on four paws. The plan was
simple: Elizabeth would ignore the fact that she
was unjustly fired from her dream job, fly across
the pond to settle an unexpected inheritance in
her father’s home country and quickly return to
reclaim her position among the Silicon Valley
elite. But when Elizabeth stumbles upon an
abandoned puppy, she’s shocked to realize that
her brief trip to England might turn into an
extended stay. Her strict itinerary is upended
completely by the pup’s dogged devotion, and
soon the loveable puppy helps her to connect
with a tight-knit community of new friends on
two legs and four, from the aunt and uncle she
didn't know existed, to a grumpy coffee shop
owner to two very opinionated sheep. Along the
way Elizabeth is confronted by long-kept family
secrets, hard truths about her former life and a
new romance that might lead her to question
everything she knows about love. Because
sometimes rescue magic happens on both ends
of the leash.
The Duchess Hunt - Lorraine Heath 2021-09-28
One of Amazon’s Best Romances for October
2021 New York Times bestselling author
Lorraine Heath continues her Once Upon a
Dukedom series with this lush love story of a
duke who discovers what he desires in a wife
may not be what he needs… Hugh BrinsleyNorton, the Duke of Kingsland, is in need of a
duchess. However, restoring the dukedom—left
in ruins by his father—to its former glory
demands all his time, with little room for
sentiment. He places an advert encouraging the
single ladies of the ton to write why they should
be the one chosen, and leaves it to his efficient
secretary to select his future wife. If there exists
a more unpleasant task in the world than

deciding who is to marry the man you love,
Penelope Pettypeace certainly can’t imagine
what it might be. Still, she is determined to find
the perfect bride for her clueless, yet ruthlessly
charming employer. But when an anonymous
note threatens to reveal truths best hidden,
Kingsland has no choice but to confront the
danger with Penelope at his side. Beguiled by
the strong-willed, courageous beauty, he realizes
he’s willing to risk everything, including his
heart, to keep her safe within his arms. Could it
be the duchess he’s hunting for has been in front
of him all along?
The Illustrated London News - 1878
The Illustrated London News Project Duchess - Sabrina Jeffries 2019-06-25
From New York Times bestselling author
Sabrina Jeffries comes a sparkling new series
about an oft-widowed mother’s grown children,
who blaze through society in their quest for the
truth about their fathers . . . and in the process
find that love just might conquer all . . . A series
of stepfathers and a difficult childhood have left
Fletcher “Grey” Pryde, 5th Duke of Greycourt,
with a guarded heart, enviable wealth, and the
undeserved reputation of a rogue. Grey’s focus
on expanding his dukedom allows him little time
to find a wife. But when his mother is widowed
yet again and he meets the charmingly
unconventional woman managing his
stepfather’s funeral, he’s shocked to discover
how much they have in common. Still, Grey isn’t
interested in love, no matter how pretty, or
delightfully outspoken, the lady . . . Beatrice
Wolfe gave up on romance long ago, and the
arrogant Duke of Greycourt with his rakish
reputation isn’t exactly changing her mind. Then
Grey agrees to assist his grief-stricken mother
with her latest “project”: schooling spirited,
unfashionable Beatrice for her debut. Now that
Beatrice is seeing through Grey’s charms to his
wounded heart, she’s having trouble keeping
him at arm’s length. But once Grey starts
digging into her family’s secrets, she must
decide whether her loyalties lie with her family .
. . or with the man whose lessons capture her
heart . . . “Anyone who loves romance must read
Sabrina Jeffries!” —Lisa Kleypas, New York
Times bestselling author
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The Breeder's Gazette - 1919
Any Duchess Will Do - Tessa Dare 2013-05-28
What's a duke to do, when the girl who's
perfectly wrong becomes the woman he can't
live without? Griffin York, the Duke of Halford,
has no desire to wed this season—or any
season—but his diabolical mother abducts him to
"Spinster Cove" and insists he select a bride
from the ladies in residence. Griff decides to
teach her a lesson that will end the marriage
debate forever. He chooses the serving girl.
Overworked and struggling, Pauline Simms
doesn't dream about dukes. All she wants is to
hang up her barmaid apron and open a
bookshop. That dream becomes a possibility
when an arrogant, sinfully attractive duke offers
her a small fortune for a week's employment.
Her duties are simple: submit to his mother's
"duchess training"… and fail miserably. But in
London, Pauline isn't a miserable failure. She's a
brave, quick-witted, beguiling failure—a woman
who ignites Griff's desire and soothes the
darkness in his soul. Keeping Pauline by his side
won't be easy. Even if Society could accept a
serving girl duchess—can a roguish duke
convince a serving girl to trust him with her
heart?
John Bull - 1844
Rough Rider - Victoria Vane 2015-02-03
Two wary hearts ... Janice Combes has two loves,
bucking bulls and Dirk Knowlton. But Dirk only
has eyes for a dazzling rodeo queen. How can
Janice ever compete while mired ankle-deep in
manure? Exchanging playful banter with Dirk is
all Janice can expect-until the stormy night he
knocks on her door dripping wet and needing a
place to crash. Different Dreams... Dirk

Knowlton is living the cowboy dream. Life should
be good-roping, branding, backing broncs, riding
bulls, but there's a void he can't seem to fill.
After getting hung up by a bull, he wonders if
this is really the life he wants. Restless and
rebellious, he bolts...but there's a certain cowgirl
he can't forget. When a battle-scarred Dirk
returns to his Montana ranch he's determined to
hang on at any cost. Janice has come back home
to lick her own wounds. When old dreams turn
to dust, can two wary hearts take another
chance on love? Praise for Victoria Vane: "Erotic
and sexy...absolutely marvelous." -Library
Journal, Top E-Book Romance of 2012 "The
Mistress of Sensuality does it again!!" -Swept
Away By Romance Blog "With Ms Vane's
trademark prose and touches of humor-this is
once again a brilliant story by a gifted writer." Romantic Historical Lovers Reviews
The Courtesan Duchess - Joanna Shupe
2015-04-01
In this wickedly sexy Regency romance series
debut, a Duchess plays seductress in a cunning
scheme that leads to love. Julia, Duchess of
Colton, has a cunning plan to banish her debts.
All she has to do is seduce her estranged
husband—an undertaking that proves to be as
wickedly pleasurable as it is improper. After
learning the secrets of Juliet Leighton, London's
leading courtesan, she travels to Venice in
disguise as Juliet. Now all she has to do is locate
her husband, conceive an heir, and voila, her
future is secure! It’s a foolproof plan. After all,
Julia’s husband has not bothered to lay eyes on
her in eight years, since their hasty wedding day
when she was only sixteen. But what begins as a
tempestuous flirtation escalates into full-blown
passion—and the feeling is mutual! Could the
man she married actually turn out to be the love
of her life?
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